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JUNE 1985
IN HONOR OF THE LIFE OF PASTOR EMRY
“Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints.” (Psalm 116:15).

On Thursday evening, June 6, 1985, Pastor Sheldon Emry died of heart failure. He was 58 years old. Approximately half
of those years, the last half of his life, was spent leading his fellow Christians in both patriotic work, and as a Minister of the
Gospel of the Kingdom. In death, as in life, Sheldon Emry’s name is remembered for his courageous stand, and his life of
dedication to his commission of feeding Jesus’ sheep.
Pastor Emry expended himself in fulfilling that Commission. From the day he accepted his commission, his commitment
to Christ’s Kingdom never faltered, nor dimmed. No man ever served more diligently, or bravely. He was God’s man of the
hour; a vessel used by God. His many sermons, books, and works will be remembered, and used for years to come.
As most of you know, Pastor Emry had been diagnosed as having cancer, last February, and was in a fight for his life. At
the time of his death, he was undergoing cancer treatment at Dr Gary Young’s clinic in Tijuana, Mexico. As I reported earlier,
the cancer was very serious, and far advanced. And while there was the feeling, there at the clinic, that Pastor Emry might be
on the road to recovery from the cancer, apparently the strain on his heart was too much.
The funeral was conducted by Pastor Karl Schott, of Spokane, 2 pm Wednesday, June 12, at Green Acres Cemetery in
Scottsdale, Arizona. Pastor Robert Record and I assisted him in the service.
I thank all of you, and commend you for your love, and faithful support for Pastor Emry. I ask you to remember his family in your prayers, especially his wife Elaine, in this time of sorrow, and adjustment.
This ministry will carry on. I’ll have more information for you in our next newsletter. For now, I pray that God will comfort each one of you as we all mourn this loss. Let us continue to fight the good fight. Let us take courage in the fact that Jesus
is still Commander in Chief of this Army, and let us press on to Victory. In the Grace of Jesus,

Pastor Ben Williams
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Christ’s Gospel Fellowship, Inc.
Pastor Karl F. Schott
P.O. Box 291
Spokane, Washington 99210

IN MEMORY OF PASTOR SHELDON EMRY
“I HAVE FOUGHT THE GOOD FIGHT, I HAVE FINISHED MY COURSE,
I HAVE KEPT THE FAITH”
II Timothy 4:7

These words of the Apostle Paul express the thoughts of many who were
acquainted with Pastor Emry and his ministry. My first meeting with Sheldon was in 1967 when he was ordained in Hopkins, Minnesota. Since then
we have had many wonderful and precious times as we shared the Word of
the Lord in Conferences and Bible Camps, etc.
Pastor Emry died of heart failure at the age of 58. As many of you
may know, Pastor Emry had been undergoing treatments for cancer at Dr.
Gary Young’s clinic in Tijuana, Mexico. The treatments at the clinic were
bringing Pastor Emry back on the road to recovery, but apparently the
strain on his heart was too much, and he passed away on June 6th, 1985.
I felt very honored to be asked to conduct the service for Pastor Emry.
Assisting were Pastor Robert Record of Escondido, California, and Pastor
Emry’s assistant, Pastor Benton Williams of Phoenix, Arizona.
He was a giant of the faith, and will be greatly missed by all who had
the privilege of knowing him. Please pray for the family and for Pastor
Williams as he now assumes the responsibility of the ministry at Lord’s
Covenant Church.

“HENCEFORTH THERE IS LAID UP FOR ME A CROWN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS,
WHICH THE LORD, THE RIGHTEOUS JUDGE, SHALL GIVE ME AT THAT DAY;
AND NOT TO ME ONLY, BUT UNTO ALL THEM ALSO THAT LOVE HIS
APPEARING.”
II Timothy 4:8
Your brother in Christ,

KFS:c1s
“Save thy people, and bless thine inheritance:
feed them also, and lift them up forever.”
Ps. 28:9
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SHELDON EMRY PASSES AWAY
“THE LORD HAS GIVEN, AND THE LORD HAS TAKEN
AWAY; BLESSED BE THE NAME OF THE LORD.”

It is with great sorrow of heart that we must convey to you the message of Pastor Emry’s passing. We
received the information on a recent tape, and at
present very little detail is known. It appears he passed
away about the middle of June, and Pastor Ben Williams has been installed in his place.
The sorrow of his passing will be felt by the
Identity Movement worldwide, no doubt, as his tapes
were widely circulated (Northern Ireland, South
Africa, Europe and Australia, as well as in the U.S.)
We have all of Pastor Emry’s cassettes available on
loan basis, for any who are not receiving them. You
can learn more from these tapes in a few weeks, than
in a lifetime of going to church.
From the Spotlight, 300 Independence Ave. S.E.
Washington D.C. 20003; comes the following:
DEADLY. While treating an “acquired immune deficiency syndrome”
(AIDS) victim, a young British nurse
pricked her finger with a needle and
infected herself with the disease,
which is plaguing homosexuals. According to a British Defense Ministry spokesman, the nurse “now appears to be fine and. is working
again,” but she has been cautioned
against having children for fear of
transmitting the deadly disease.
As far as is known, all persons
with AIDS die within a few years.
(God’s Law teaches us that all that
do such abominations shall be put to
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death, “…their blood shall be upon
their own heads”. Why does the nation “legalise” sodomy, instead of
obeying the Lord God Almighty? CIM).
FRANCE.
The
National
Front
(France’s equivalent to America’s
Populist Party) gained a major boost
by winning 8.4 percent of the vote
in recent local elections dealing a
blow against the withering influence
of France’s Socialist government.
FARMING AS A WAY OF LIFE IN
AMERICA IN EXTREME JEOPARDY. Farmers
rallying in Washington D.C., carrying crosses symbolizing fellow farmers who have been driven out of
business by rising costs and falling
prices. The message for the President: We have just begun to fight.
(Not much different to our situation
in Australia is it? CIM).
All over America, savings depositors have found that their savings
have gone missing. In Cincinnati
thousands slept in the streets to be
first in line when the city’s shuttered banks opened.
Bankruptcy officials froze $52
million in assets. An estimated
7,000 depositors will have to wait
ten years to get their money back.
560 lawsuits have been filed to
force depositors to return money
they withdrew as much as ninety days
before Southern Industrial Banking
Corp failed.
The views and opinions expressed in the articles herein or herewith are
those of the authors and not necessarily those of CIM. They are written by
fallible men. You must ask Jesus to guide your studies!
CIM reserves the right to edit submitted or reprinted material in line with
CIM editorial policy. CIM does the utmost to ensure that the spirit of
articles remains intact at all times.
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FARM
ASSISTANCE.
President
Reagan vetoes emergency farm assistance legislation. That sounds similar to the deal the Australian Cane
growers received from our Prime Minister. I wonder if the same Bankers
hold the national loans.

“SORRY WE’RE NOT ETHIOPIAN
FAMINE VICTIMS MR. PRESIDENT.”
As most people only deposit their money in
banks and building societies in order to get interest on
their savings, not for safekeeping, it is a form of
justice for them to lose it in this manner. For safekeeping all that is required is a small safe, which are
relatively cheap, and can be hidden away in all manner of places. It is quite obvious that such a method
would be far safer than putting one’s savings in the
hands of bloodsucking, interest-stealing bankers.
With our own Federal Government having removed the interest ceiling on small business and
personal finance, there is no telling how high the
usurers will push the interest rate on loans.
The great Dr. Martin Luther had this to say about
usury (interest):
“The heathen, out of natural reason and understanding were able to render an account that an
Usurer is a threefold thief and murderer. But we that
are Christians hold them in such honor and esteem
that in a manner (for money’s sake) we adore and
worship them; no regard is had, what scorn and
derision thereby we procure to the name of a Christian and to Christ Himself.
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For although we were not Christians, yet natural
sense and reason tells us (as well as the Heathen) that
an Usurer is a murderer: for who so sucks the
maintenance of another, the same not only robs and
steals, but also (so much as in him lies) he commits
even as great a murder as he that starves and utterly
destroys one.
This does an usurer, and in the meantime sits in
his chair, whereas he justly ought to hang on the
Gallows, and be devoured by so many Ravens as he
has stolen shillings, if otherwise so much flesh were
on him that so many Ravens might be able to piece it
and to part it out. Cato, the Usurers enemy, said:
‘Little thieves lie stocked, ironed in Prisons, but great
Thieves ride prancing in silks and chains of gold’, but
so much as we neither punish nor strive against
them, therefore without doubt in the end we together
with the Usurers shall pay sweetly for it.”
(From “Colloquia Mensalia Martini Lutheri” printed
in 1652)
Today of course we also have the situation where
the bankers use the government to collect the interest
for them, in the form of aver increasing taxation. As
God’s Word so clearly states that “the rich ruleth over
the poor” and “the borrower is servant to the lender” it
becomes patently obvious who is in control of the
nation.
Much has been said in favour of our “Westminster system of government”, but it has been under
banker domination for so long, that elections are
merely the exchange of one banker agent for another.
Those in control go right on, never having to face the
electors. This was the reason for the American War of
Independence. They wanted to rid themselves of
Banker domination, and for a while they did. Abraham Lincoln was assassinated for issuing honest
money and bypassing the massive interest rates the
bankers wanted for lending him the money.
The only thing that can be done to solve the current financia1 crisis is to follow our Creator’s instruction and declare the Year of Jubilee and CANCEL
ALL DEBTS. No more repayments of principal, no
more payments of interest. Mortgage papers torn UP
and burnt. (Send AUD$0.80, in stamps will do, for
your copy of “Bible Law on Money” by Pastor Sheldon Emry).
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For those who failed to get a copy the last time,
we now have more stocks of the excellent book “Biblical Principles Concerning Issues of Importance to
Godly Christians” from Plymouth Rock Foundation.
This book is made up of a large number of FAC
sheets and letters from Plymouth Rock in paperback.
Subjects include: Abortion, Capital Punishment,
Debts, Education, Farms and Families, Humanism,
Morality, Sodomy, Taxation, Biblical Principles of
Government, etc. First in, first served, at AUD$0.10
posted.
We have two new excellent tapes available, made
some years ago by Rev. Leslie Millin, and made
available by America’s Promise. All who favour our
trading and ties with China should hear these. By
comparison they make Hitler look like a Vienna Boys
Choir. Both tapes AUD$6.00 posted.
It is encouraging to note that a few more people
have requested the Bible Law Course Lessons. As
Paul indicates that it is not the “hearers” but the
“doers” of the Law who will be justified, it is up to
individual responsibility to study God’s Law. This
course is an excellent start. Send AUD$2.00 for two
sample lessons. It is in this area that the churches have
badly abrogated their responsibility.

The Public Servants
“Work Pattern”
This is a story about four public servants named
Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and Everybody was asked to do it.
Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it,
Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about that because it was Everybody’s job.
Everybody thought Anybody could do it but Nobody realised that Everybody wouldn’t do it.
It ended up that Everybody blamed Somebody
when actually Nobody asked Anybody.
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“The Tully Times”, June, 1985

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Dear Sir,
Sir, it seems people have
very short memories, they
have forgotten that one of
Mr. Hawke’s election promises was to reduce the price of
petrol by 3 cents per litre as
was reported in “The Australian” of Thursday February 17,
1983, page 6. Instead petrol
has risen about 17 cents per
litre since then.
Are we now to be subjected to a consumer tax,
which will push the price up
again even further?
Already 2/3rds of the
money paid for petrol is
taken in taxation, when will
the taxes stop rising? When
they reach 80% or 99%.
Yours,
Hendrik Roelofs
Dear Sir,
It is a sad spectacle in the
Australian political scene to
see the occupant of the
highest and most respected
office in the land, the
Queen’s First Minister, the
Prime Minister fall from
favor.
Not very long ago Mr.
Fraser and now Mr. R. J.
Hawke. From reaching the
peak of public acclaim to
hanging on to office by a
mere thread. Cynics would
say ...”roosters today, feather

say ...”roosters today, feather
dusters tomorrow.”
The smiling P.M.’s charisma has certainly slipped a
notch since Dec 1, of and
now his credibility as a man
firmly in the saddle of National leadership has all but
vanished.
Cringing
and
yielding to left-wing Party
pressure before the TV
cameras on the world stage
will fill many with disgust.
And who and what are
these “left-wing” forces with
so much influence with our
P.M.? The very same “Socialist Left” that control the
Victorian State Premier - a
man at the peak of his popularity, BUT FOR HOW LONG?
Only a tiny minority of
Australians support the views
of the “extreme left”, views
that would destroy our
friendships with the “West”
and align Australia with the
world’s greatest totalitarian
dictatorship, a nation built
with Western technology,
food and finance, a nation
with a concentration camp
fence as a national border, a
nation containing 5,000
forced labor camps containing an estimated 5-6 million
victims.
Yours etc,
T. Fielder.

dusters tomorrow.”
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Facts about

PLANNED
PARENTHOOD
FACT: In 1979 at least 70,000 abortions were performed
at Planned Parenthood abortoriums. The number of
their referrals to other abortion centers is not known.
FACT: In accordance with Planned Parenthood’s “Five
Year Plan” an estimated 80,000 abortions were performed in 1980.

“I WANT TO LIVE”

FACT: To show how Planned Parenthood has changed
over the years, consider this: In 1963 a Planned
Parenthood pamphlet stated: “An abortion kills the life
of a baby after it has begun It is dangerous to your life
and health. It may make you sterile so that when you
want a child you cannot have it.”

FACT: Over 70% of those who received Planned
Parenthood’s contraception, sterilization, and abortion
services had incomes near or below the poverty level.
Planned Parenthood has been accused of campaigning
to eliminate poverty by eliminating poor people, or in
the words of Margaret Sanger, the organization’s
founder, “...to create a race of thoroughbreds.”

FACT: In April, 1978. Planned Parenthood circulated a
“bigot-pack” of cartoons smearing Roman Catholics.
One cartoon showed a Catholic bishop holding a can of
gasoline and a book of matches; the caption says, “Now
we’re losing the flock on the subject of abortion, but
we’re not worried... We’ve got the flock out burning
down the clinics.”

FACT: Planned Parenthood has promoted a proabortion “comic book”, geared for teenagers, entitled
Abortion Eve. On the back cover is a caricature of the
“Assumption of the Blessed Virgin” depicting a pregnant
Mary with the idiot face of Mad Magazine’s Alfred E.
Neumann. The caption says “what, me worry?”

FACT: Planned Parenthood’s “Five Year Plan” affirms
their support of experimentation on living aborted
babies.
FACT: Already in 1975 Planned Parenthood supplied
contraceptives and abortifacients to more than 300,000
teenagers. By 1980 the figure had reached at least a half
million. While the number of young people referred for
abortions is not known the organization clearly states
that abortion is “a necessary back-up to contraceptive
failures.”
FACT: Many organizations share this opinion of The
Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights: “Planned
Parenthood’s youth activities amount, in effect, to a
positive encouragement of sexual activity among teenagers. Showering these young people with contraceptives and provocative literature, results in a tremendous
peer pressure that makes teenagers who do not engage
in sex feel abnormal. Planned Parenthood, like certain
unscrupulous businesses, is creating a demand for its
own services.”
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FACT: Planned Parenthood receives charitable contributions from many chapters of the United Way and similar
groups. In 1980 the organization’s budget was about
$140.8 million, at least $69.7 million of which was paid
by the American Taxpayers.
FACT: In 1979 International Planned Parenthood Federation with 91 affiliates had a worldwide budget of $45
million, about 40% of which came from the American
Taxpayers.
FACT: Planned Parenthood now has 43 abortion clinics
that we know of, an increase of 10 in the past 2 years.
Since, shamefully, abortion is the only major surgery
for which medical records are not required by law, it is
impossible to compile absolutely accurate statistics on
this surgery.
Facts compiled by: Paul Marx, Ph.D. and Judie Brown,
American Life Lobby
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Holocaust replayed
in Toronto court

TORONTO (CP) - Almost 40 years
after the Second World War drew to its
bloody conclusion, the painful drama of
the Holocaust is being replayed through
a battle of words in a Toronto courtroom.
Lineups start every morning hours
before court opens as spectators, many
of them Jews, some of them survivors of
Nazi concentration camps, wait patiently for a chance to hear the legal debate
centring around what most of them
consider a shocking question: “Did the
Holocaust really happen?”
On trial is Ernst Zundel, a stocky,
balding West German living in Toronto
who is charged with two counts of
publishing statements that are known to
be false and likely to cause injury or
mischief to the public interest of maintaining social and racial tolerance.
As criminal charges go, it’s neither
common nor major, carrying a penalty
on conviction of two years’ imprisonment. But the implications of the trial
now on before a district court jury of
eight men and two women are highly
significant, and the trial’s outcome
could shake the commonly held perception of Second World War history.
Even though Crown counsel Peter
Griffiths promised at the outset two
weeks ago that the trial “is not to refight
the Second World War”, testimony by
Crown witnesses and the rapid fire
cross-examination by defence lawyer
Douglas Christie has laid bare some
basic questions of historical fact.
Two booklets published by Zundel one called Did Six Million Really Die? postulate that the Nazi extermination of
European Jews known as the Holocaust
was grossly exaggerated, a hoax perpetrated by an international conspiracy of
Zionists, secret societies, bankers and
Communists to vilify Germans and win
compensation payments.
One booklet concludes that only
about 300,000 Jews died during the war
from a number of causes but none in
Nazi gas chambers. To win a conviction, the Crown must prove the accused
knew his statements were false.
“I’m not proving the Holocaust happened, I’m proving that the article was
false,” Griffiths said Friday outside the
courtroom.

In effect, however, the trial process
of testimony and cross-examination
focuses daily on whether the systematic
Nazi annihilation of millions of Jews in
crematoria and gas chambers is a proven
historical actuality.
Crown witnesses to date, including
two survivors of concentration camps
who have described the acrid smoke
billowing from crematoria and the
shooting of Jews by SS officers, maintain that Zundel’s statements are false,
dismissing them as fanciful concoctions.
Raul Hilberg, an Austrian-born University of Vermont political science
professor and author who has spent 36
years studying the fate of Jews during
the war, testified for the Crown that five
million Jews were killed, three million
of them in Nazi camps.
But intense cross-examination by
Christie - the aggressive Victoria, B.C.,
lawyer who is defending Alberta teacher
Jim Keegstra on similar charges - has
forced Hilberg to concede there are no
scientific reports proving Jews died in
gas chambers.
Nor could he discover a single German war document that referred to
killing Jews, the court-recognized expert
admitted.
But Hilberg insisted that Nazis used
euphemisms for killing such as “special
treatment” and “resettlement” - and used
them so often, he said, that Gestapo
chief Heinrich Himmler requested new
substitute phrases.
Pressed by Christie to substantiate
his testimony, Hilberg, who called
himself a “documents man”, said that
while there are no scientific or autopsy
reports proving Jews were killed in
camps, there is substantial historical
evidence of the Holocaust.
He cited German railway records
showing that the German government
paid for hundreds of thousands of oneway fares to Polish settlements that
contained little else but Nazi death
camps.
And there are numerous court accounts by death camp guards and
German officers describing the killing
process, he said.
Maintaining a doggedly thorough
cross-examination, Christie has pro-
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duced dozens of accounts by German
officers and other sources that say
officers were tortured by the Allies
before the Nuremberg trials in the late
1940’s to produce confessions and
statements implicating the Germans.
Just as doggedly, Hilberg – through
four solid days of dialogue with the
persistent Christie - discounted the
credibility of most of the defence
counsel’s sources and denied Christie’s
attempts to show Zundel’s statements
were based on reliable sources.
Christie earlier unsettled court spectators when he suggested to a concentration camp survivor on the witness stand
that he couldn’t have seen smoke
billowing from crematoria because
burning human bodies don’t produce
smoke.
Arnold Friedman, who had testified
he saw thousands of boys herded toward
crematoria at Auschwitz and heard
terrified screams as the smoke rose, then
agreed that perhaps Jews were not being
burned in the chimneyed buildings.
Again on Friday, Christie aimed a
series of skeptical questions at Hilberg
about corpses being turned into soap by
the Nazis a discussion that prompted a
handful of observers to break into tears.
Christie, whose slight lisp doesn’t
soften the delivery of his stream of
hard-hitting queries, has drawn frequent
chastisements from district court Judge
Hugh Locke for interrupting witnesses.
Despite Christie’s repeated suggestions that Jews were not killed by Nazis
and that there is no hard evidence to
prove they were, Griffiths said he is
confident the Crown can prove the
charge against Zundel, 46.
The trial is expected to last at least
another month. The Crown will call
eight or nine more witnesses, including
three more Holocaust survivors, to
complete its case this week, Griffiths
said.
Christie said Friday the defence case
will last three weeks.
Zundel’s supporters, many wearing
trademark yellow construction helmets,
accompany him to court daily, where
the accused takes extensive notes from
the prisoner’s box during the trial.
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No smoke came from
crematoria, court hears
TORONTO (CP) - The lawyer for
a man charged with publishing antiSemitic hate literature told a Holocaust survivor Friday he couldn’t
have seen concentration camp chimneys belch smoke and flames from
exterminated Jews because there are
no emissions from crematoria.
“I suggest it is quite impossible
for smoke to come from a crematoria
(sic) from human beings,” said
Douglas Christie, who represents
Ernst Zundel, charged with two
counts of publishing statements
known to be false or likely to cause
injury or mischief to the public
interest “What do you say about that,
sir?”
“Nothing,” replied Arnold Friedman, prisoner number B14515. “If
you’re talking about crematoria in
Toronto and crematoria in Auschwitz, those are two different things.
In Birkenau (part of Auschwitz),
smoke came out the chimney.”
But Christie challenged Friedman. “I put it to you that you don’t
really understand anything about
crematoria, to say: ‘Aha, that is a
crematorium;’ because that is quite
wrong, sir.”
Many spectators in the packed
courtroom shook their heads and
fidgeted uncomfortably as Friedman,

56, then agreed that perhaps Jews
were not being burned in the chimneyed buildings.
During two days on the stand,
Friedman has testified repeatedly to
seeing thousands of boys herded
toward the crematoria and of seeing
trainloads of people unloaded near
the ominous-looking buildings.
The former prisoner of the Nazi
concentration camp told how he and
other young boys had heard terrified
screams and seen flames climb
higher and smoke billow anew after
new trainloads of prisoners arrived.
Friedman said the young prisoners even thought they could tell
whether fat or skinny people, Ukrainians or Poles were being cremated by
the color of the smoke.
At Friedman’s sudden indecision,
Christie pressed home his advantage,
saying: “Couldn’t there have been
many other explanations (for the
smoke and flames)?”
“Yes, there could have”, Friedman replied, but added it was his
understanding Jews were being
exterminated in the buildings.
Zundel, 46, has pleaded not guilty
to the charges. In one of two articles
forming the subject of the charges,
the author maintains information on
the Holocaust has been grossly
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exaggerated or faked. One of the
Crown’s tasks is to prove Zundel
knew the articles were false.
Friedman has testified that prisoners were shot if they jostled in the
food line and that several times the
infamous Dr. Josef Mengele selected
large groups of weak, skinny youths
who were led away and never seen
again.
“If anyone stepped out of line,
they were shot,” said Friedman, who
was incarcerated at age 16.
“Afterward, trained dogs would
jump on him and rip him apart. At
the end of the line were SS (officers)
who would shoot once more the
cadaver. This I saw.”
When Christie, a British Columbia attorney, asked if the camp, was a
“difficult place to live,” Friedman
snapped: “Of course.”
Christie suggested the trainloads
of people pulling into the camp were
probably just being moved and that
weak prisoners who were taken away
may have been segregated as potential typhus sufferers.
He said the odor of burning flesh
Friedman said he smelled could have
been from “nearby iron foundries and
the screams may have been from
Jews being disciplined by other
prisoners invested with authority.
FRIDAY

3

Scholar says no scientific
proof of gas chamber deaths
TORONTO (CP) - There are no
scientific reports proving Jews were
exterminated in Nazi gas chambers, a
Holocaust scholar conceded Thursday at the trial of Ernst Zundel.
But there are numerous historical
documents showing that Jews were
killed during the Second World War,
said Raul Hilberg, a University of
Vermont political science professor.
And even though German war
documents contain no mention of

killing Jews, euphemisms for death
such as ‘resettlement’ and ‘special
treatment’ were used so commonly
that Heinrich Himmler, head of the
Gestapo,
requested
substitute
phrases, Hilberg added.
Hilberg, who has spent 36 years
studying the Holocaust and the
subsequent Nuremberg trials of war
criminals, testified earlier for the
Crown that five million Jews were
killed during the war.
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Zundel, 46, a West German citizen living in Toronto, is charged with
two counts of publishing statements
that are known to be false and likely
to cause injury or mischief to the
public interest of maintaining social
and racial tolerance.
News articles reprinted by:
LORD’S COVENANT CHURCH
PO BOX 30000
PHOENIX, AZ 85046
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Reprinted by Lord’s Covenant
Church, PO Box 30,000, Phoenix, AZ
85046, so American Christians will
know the U.S. Rulers will no longer
list criminal violence by Jews against
non-Jews as “terrorist acts.”
Since the national news media has
for forty years failed to report acts of
violence by Jews against non-Jews, in
the future such terroristic acts will
not be known by American Christians
outside of the community in which
the attack occurs.

By Sasha Rakoczy
Top national security officials are dismayed over a discreet White House directive requesting that all references to the
violence-prone Jewish Defense League
(JDL) and other pro-Israeli militants, as
well as the terrorist outrages they commit,
should be henceforth eliminated from federal crime reports.
Knowledgeable Washington law enforcement sources have told The SPOTLIGHT that for five weeks FBI Director

EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTIGHT

William Webster has postponed issuing the
bureau’s annual report on terrorism (the
most authoritative compendium in its field)
while he waited for the resolution of the
interagency dispute on how to comply with
this peculiar presidential order.
These well-placed observers say that
the events leading up to the White House
decision to grant the JDL and its accomplices “statistical immunity,” as one source
put it, began last November with a headline-making “synagogue speech” delivered
by Secretary of State George Shultz
(SPOTLIGHT, Dec. 10, 1984).
Before an enthusiastic audience in a
New York synagogue, Shultz urged the
Reagan administration to emulate Israel in
launching “pre-emptive blows” against
suspected terrorists.
Critics were quick to point out that, in
adopting Israel’s lawless and often useless
“counterterrorist” methods, the White
House seemed to be aiming at the Arab
nations.
Going one step further, a SPOTLIGHT
investigative team analyzed current federal
reports on terrorism and came up with
some unexpected findings.

As The SPOTLIGHT reported on December 10, 1984, the FBI paper disclosed
that members of the JDL and other “militant supporters of the state of Israel” haveperpetrated 19 terrorist crimes since 1979.
“In the view of the [Reagan] administrations best qualified experts, the one Middle
Eastern government whose supporters and
militants have formed an organized terror
network in America is not Iran, nor Syria,
nor Lebanon, nor Libya, but Israel,” The
SPOTLIGHT reported.
“In fact, the FBI’s official survey of terrorism reveals that what it lumps together
as ‘Jewish terrorist groups’ - who are further identified as ‘supporters of the state of
Israel’ - ranked third among all known terrorist organizations in the total number of
bombings, acts of arson, assaults and assassinations committed against Americans in
the past five years,” The SPOTLIGHT
revealed.
EMBASSY EMBARRASSED
Washington law enforcement sources
say that the Israeli Embassy found these
facts “embarrassing” and complained to the
White House about their publication under
official seal. What made the issue even

(See REPORT, Page 3)

more acute was the realization that on July
4, 1984, the supporters of Israel had perpetrated the greatest terrorist outrage in this
country, when they demolished, with an
expertly engineered arson attack, the offices and storage facilities of the Institute for

WILLIAM WEBSTER
... Unhappy with altered report

FBI Alters Its Annual Terror Report
To Protect a ‘Favorite Ally’

VOLUME XI
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Historical Review (IHR) in Torrance, California.
In order to avoid involving Israel in that
crime, the White House requested a revision of the FBI’s reporting methods on
terrorism.
After long consultations among senior
law enforcement and counter-intelligence
officials, it was decided that henceforth the
FBI would eliminate from its national
crime statistics all “hate crimes” - that is, as

(Continued From Page 1)

a Justice Department spokesman took it,
“offenses involving the expression of racial, ethnic or religious prejudice.”
But if all such acts of violence were
eliminated, what would remain of the FBI’s
annual terrorism survey? The answer
adopted by the Justice Department seems
to be, according to The SPOTLIGHT’s
sources, that political crimes against the
federal government, its officials and property will be considered “terrorism” and
included by the FBI in its annual data.
Acts of violence perpetrated by individuals or private groups against private

adversaries on a mere basis of “hate” will
be ignored.
‘USEFUL’ MAKESHIFT
This was a makeshift solution to the
problem created by the president’s coverup command.
It proved “useful” in some respects: It
reduced to 13 the number of recorded terrorist incidents by eliminating the violence
perpetrated by Israeli militants.
This would represent a steep drop from
the 31 terrorist crimes reported by the FBI
during the previous year. It also enabled
officials to omit from the annual report any

in an arson attack. The Jewish Defense League claimed credit for the latter terrorist
attack. The FBI, following a White House directive, won’t list the attack on the IHR
because President Reagan doesn’t want to embarrass America’s “favorite ally”. The
attack on the Egyptian office, which occurred in 1981, made a previous list.

3

reference to last July’s attack on the IHR the worst terrorist crime on recent record.
But Justice Department sources say
Webster did not like the looks of the annual
terrorism survey after the “hate” crimes
were expurgated, and refused to sign it.
At the State Department, counterterrorist and public relations aides in
Shultz’s office were also dissatisfied with
the results. They urged a deceptive approach: blaming the violence perpetrated
by pro-Israeli militants on other groups,
such as Black nationalists or Iranian students.

Report on Terror Altered by the FBI

In the left photo, Tom Marcellus, director of the Institute for Historical Review in Torrance, California, carries debris from the destroyed offices of the revisionist organization following a July 4, 1984 arson attack. In the right photo, New York police inspect
the damage to the interior of the Egyptian Tourist Office after it was damaged
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Anti-gay churchman urges
death penalty
By MIKE STEEL

will promote suicide, crime and

A KEY activist in the anti- unhappiness.
Its research is based mainly on
gay campaign is advocating
homosexuals be put to death. Clippings from magazines, the
Auckland pastor the Rev Richard Flinn has written anti-gay
publicity now being distributed
by Member of Parliament Norm
Jones in his fight to defeat the
Homosexual Law Reform Bill.
Mr Flinn, a leader in the Reformed Church, is also urging his
flock to avoid paying taxes,
reject democracy as “subtle
tyranny”, deny rape can occur in
marriage and resist the human
rights movement.
Mr Flinn’s extreme views are
not worrying Mr Jones, though
he thinks the death penalty for
gays is going a bit far.
“Put a Bible in some people’s
hands and it’s worse than a bottle
of whisky in the hands of an
alcoholic,” Mr Jones said.
“What I’m fighting is the
sodomy bill and I’ve got tunnel
vision – I don’t care what views
these God people have.” Mr
Jones said.
“If he’s against Sodomy, and
he is helping to get the petition
signed, that’s all that matters.”
The 2500 strong Reformed
Church is heavily involved in
opposing the reform bill. It has
spent thousands of dollars on
countrywide advertising and Mr
Flinn has speaker at public
meetings
Together with another pastor,
the Rev John Steenhof, he
prepared a 32-page document
Homosexuality And The Law Freedom at Last?
Mr Jones has taken responsibility for circulating copies
among MP’s. The document
claims legalised homosexuality

testimony of one former American homosexual, and extracts
from the American Reformed
Church’s Journal of Pastoral
Practice.
Its conclusions are the basis of
an anti-gay pamphlet, with
90,000 already in circulation
throughout New Zealand.
The document avoids mention
of Mr Flinn’s extreme views on
the death penalty. These appear
in a series of reports written from
his North Shore ministry and
obtained by the New Zealand
Times.
Mr Flinn believes laws should
be based on the Bible with the
death penalty for abortion,
adultery, homosexuality and
rebellious children.
“Let adultery and homosexuality become capital crimes
punishable by death and the
public market for pornography
would dry up in 12 months,” Mr
Flinn says.
Human rights, according to Mr
Flinn, are of secondary importance. And not just for gays.
“Morally there can be no such
thing as rape in marriage,” Mr
Flinn says.
“In marriage the wife does not
have authority over her own
body, her husband does.”
This year, Mr Flinn joined
League of Rights New Zealand
leader Bill Daly in opposing the
United Nations Convention on
discrimination against women.
Elsewhere, Mr Flinn says
Christian faith rejects presentday democracy, which he
describes as a “subtle tyranny”.
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Richard Flinn … death to homosexuals
“Morality and issues of public
policy cannot be determined by
simple majorities,” he says.
Mr Flinn is also opposed to
paying tax. “Let us do all we can
to avoid paying taxes,” he says.
We Christians avoid paying
taxes wherever possible so that
we can help curtail the godlessness of much that the state does
now.”
Mr Flinn’s claims have drawn
fire from gays. “Mr Flinn shows
more clearly than anyone else
that this campaign is not against
gays. It’s against freedom for
everyone,” says Mr Bill Logan,
of the Gay Task Force. “He’s an
extremely dangerous man, and
it’s crucial to decency that he is
stopped.”

The Reformed Church has
already sent a four-page written
submission to the select committee studying the bill. Other
pastors within the Reformed
Church Have joined the crusade.
A Wellington pastor, the Rev
John Steenhof, has set up a
Concerned Citizens Coalition –
an organisation that has placed
full-page advertisements in daily
newspapers, and reprinted the
names of people opposing the
bill.
But several people named in
the advertisement were apparently not contacted beforehand. One
company director, sympathetic to
the bill, is angry his signature
was put forward by a “former
friend”.
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Greetings in Christ Jesus . . . . .
This is the way Pastor Emry started his letters to you, through the years, and now his family
begins this letter in the same way, with the same
words, with the same trust.

We know from your letters, your telephone calls, your flowers and your gifts, how deeply
his passing has affected you, and we, his immediate family are humbly appreciative of your
kindnesses in this time of sorrowful separation.
Even though Pastor Emry’s life work is now done, you do have your share in it as it says
in 1 Samuel 30:24, “As his part is that goest down to battle, so shall his part be that tarrieth by
the stuff, they shall share alike.”
So you have shared in his work and one day will share in the reward - in that day of joyful reunion.
Meanwhile, the ministry will be uninterrupted and Pastor Emry’s Messages will continue
to be heard, as God directs us forward.
With your continued faithful support, Pastor Williams intends to redouble the efforts to
get more of Sheldon’s sermons into transcript form. The Radio and Tape Ministry, the Printing
Department, the Literature Department and Mailroom will proceed as usual.
Pastor Emry chose Pastor Ben Williams to succeed him. We endorse that choice, and are
confident that you will stand stalwart and strong behind him, just as you did for Pastor Emry, as
he assumes the many responsibilities for carrying on this work.
Once more, we are most appreciative of the many expressions of love and affection that
you have showered on us. And please know that Sheldon will want to see each of you in that
Grand Company when God’s protecting hand beckons us all to be together again.
With much love and sincere thanks for your support,
The Emry Family:
Mrs. Elaine Emry
Brian and Denny Emry and family
Martha and Dave Barley and family
Mark and Loralei Emry and family
Mrs. Martha Chittenden [Mother)
and the entire Staff
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